
    

[Interview] David Dial VP of Accedian Networks 

International Sales & Marketing Department 
 

“We are planning to expand from domestic carriers to business customer target, starting 

with SK Telecom” 

Network Performance Assurance Solution Specialist, Accedian Networks marks Korea.  

 

 

 

David Dial VP of Accedian Networks International sales & marketing said “SK Telecom the leading 

carrier of innovation can secure not only network safe assurance but also provide QOS to the 

customers by phasing in ‘Network Performance Monitoring Solution”.  

 



Accedian is providing a specialized monitoring solution to mobile network and enterprise data 

center network connection. This enables multi-vendor interoperability and show network status. 

Network performance monitoring solution can find the problem beforehand.  

 

David VP explained “Can identify problems before expanding into a serious situation with 

adaptable technology.” 

 

Its special features also provide function confirming technology by region. Accedian monitors its 

performance through Long Term Evolution’s (LTE) signal with voice, video, and general data, and 

etc. It means the QOS experienced by the costumers through each service will be possible to 

confirm. Dial VP also said “Service assurances experienced by the customers are important to 

secure and through reliable network performance, service provider can provide variety of high 

quality services.”  

 

Through network performance management, latest user can receive reliable services. By securing 

Carrier, etc Accedian networks customer’s safe network, additional services can also be developed. 

Dial said ““If performance monitoring networks are stabilizing, with its base we can create various 

services, to ensure reliable service to add premium customers will be able to cause an internal 

innovation.”  

 

Accedian will expand its domestic carriers and business customers target. Other than carriers 

there are many companies that need to secure its networks. This is why Accedian highly 

appreciates the potential of the market. David finalizes “With secured equipment compatibility 

Accedian solutions are applicable to all networks, securing both stabilize network service and 

economical cost.”  
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